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Abstract 
The commentary on the  (MMK) ascribed to Pa 
tshab Nyi ma grags along with a good number of works in the bKa' gdams 
gsung 'bum was published by the Peltsek Institute for Ancient Tibetan 
Manuscripts in Lhasa. The recently discovered manuscript is included in 
the eleventh volume of the series as a facsimile edition written in dbu 
med script which is composed of 52 folios in total. This manuscript casts a 
new light on the research of the historical development of translation work 
in Tibet. Pa tshab Nyi ma grags (1055-ca. 1145), one of the best-known 
translators (lo tsa ba) in the Tibetan tradition, contributed a lot to the later 
diffusion (phyi dar) of Tibetan Buddhism with his important translation 
works from Sanskrit to Tibetan. The present research deals with the 
manuscript that is entitled as dBu ma rtsa 
ba shes rab kyi a gsal bar byed pa which can be translated as 

-  titled] 

colophon (Folio 52bR10-52bR11)1.  
This article aims to introduce Pa tshab Nyi ma grags’s usage of the 

terms prasa ga and svatantra followed by his distinctive explanations on 
*
former. As earlier assumed by Mimaki2, Pa tshab Nyi ma grags might be 
the first scholar who introduced the division between 

gika using these terminologies for the first time. Pa tshab Nyi ma 
grags might have learned these interpretations from his teachers in 
where 

majana In the First Chapter of this 

1 Kamarid 2019: Introductory Remarks on Pa tshab Nyi ma grags’s 
Commentary of the , Sengokuyama Journal of Buddhist 
Studies, Vol. XI: 258-224. 

2 Mimaki 1983: 163. 
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commentary on the MMK beside other topics like Logic, etc. Pa tshab Nyi 
ma grags discussed different viewpoints and pointed out his own 

gika. This article gives an analytical observation 
of Pa tshab Nyi ma grags’s explanation of the - gika 
distinction and concludes that the earlier assumed argument can be attested 
with this manuscript. The role of language regarding the different 
approaches will be discussed in the last part of this article. 

 

1. Introductory remarks on Pa tshab Nyi ma grags and the manuscript 

A good number of works in the bKa' gdams gsung 'bum that were recently 
discovered and published by the Peltsek Institute for Ancient Tibetan 
Manuscripts in Lhasa cast a new light on the research of the historical 
development of translation work in Tibet. One of these important 
manuscripts, located in the 11th volume of the series, is another commentary 
on the (hereafter abbreviated to MMK). The 
assumed author Pa tshab Nyi ma grags (1055-1145?) commented on the 
MMK at the end of the 11th century most likely, 
where he studied Sanskrit and Buddhist Philosophy under his teachers 

-
known translator. He highly contributed to the spread of Madhyamaka works 
including the MMK and the  (PsP) in collaboration with his 
Indian pa itas. He later became the main teacher for those treatises written 

  

In 2009 Dreyfus and Tsering introduced the textual material and 
emphasized the necessity of further research. In 2016 Yoshimizu presented 
introductory details about the manuscript attributed to Pa tshab Nyi ma grags 
and with her recent publication (2020) she clarified the terms gika 
and prasa ga according to her observations gained from Pa tshab Nyi ma 
grags’s commentary. Also, her previous work on Zhang Thang sag pa’s 
commentary to the  titled dBu ma tshig gsal gyi tika relates to 
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the subject matter since Zhang Thang sag pa is known as one of the disciples 
of Pa tshab Nyi ma grags. Further observations I made about the 
characteristics of the manuscript, the authorship etc. were recently published 
(2019). 

(Folio 3a)  

The present manuscript, as a facsimile edition written in dbu med 
script, is titled dBu ma rtsa ba 

shes rab kyi , which can be 
translated as “The Commentary on the  [-

 titled] ‘The Illuminating Lamp’”. The manuscript is ascribed to Pa 
tshab Nyi ma grags according to the explanation by (Hasumati) 
as mentioned in the colophon (Folio 52bR10-52bR11). Further details about 
the authorship can be found in my previous paper titled “Introductory 
Remarks on Pa tshab Nyi ma grags’s Commentary of the 

3. The manuscript is composed of 52 folios in total, 
written in an uncommon division into two columns with eleven lines in each 
column (numbered as L1-11; L=left column and R1-11; R =right column).  

Pa tshab Nyi ma grags contributed a lot to the later diffusion 

(phyi dar) of Tibetan Buddhism with his important translation works from 
Sanskrit to Tibetan. This commentary initiates new approaches to 
elucidating the history of Tibetan translation of the MMK and other 
Madhyamaka treatises. 

3 Kamarid 2019: 224-258. 
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2. Philosophical awareness of the distinction between  and 
gika 

The distinction itself between  and gika Madhyamaka 
does not appear in the Indian literature, but the term 
can be found according to Yonezawa’s research on *Lak a a , an Indian 
sub-commentary on the Prasannapad . 4 

The division into these two branches of * gika 
The 

division was made to identify the different lineages in understanding of the 
 

 (  rang rgyud pa

(6th th ita 
(725– -795). In the 8th 

’s 
Epistemology and was mostly known for his work "Distinguishing the Two 
Truths", Satyadvayavibha ga and -v tti, that divides the Madhyamaka 
approach into the Two Truths doctrine of conventional truth and ultimate 

while their presentation is in 
accordance with the conventional truth, the extreme of non-existence is 
avoided. -

 school of Madhyamaka approach. 5  The thought of an 
svatantra) inference (* ) and formal reasoning 

(*prayoga) had been highly influenced by the epistemologists and Logical 

4 see Yonezawa 
 dha

rgyud smra ba, 
–9; 

Pras_M 147.5– disputes  
5 Seyfort Ruegg 1981: 79. 
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Reasoning (* a / tshad ma -

540) 6

independent inferences ( ) and syllogisms (* ) 
in the argumentation about the nature of reality established by 

 

The main difference between gika and  lies mainly in 
their understandings of the nature of emptiness ( ), the characteristics 
of conventional truth (sa vrtisatya), and the way of proving emptiness 
through reasoning.7 The question about the understanding of selflessness of 
phenomena (* ) is also emphasised.  

Yonezawa pointed out in his work on 
*Lak a a , that [dha] ” is mentioned in 
the *L . 8  In the commentary on the 

 by Ravigupta the term (rang rgyud pa) in the 
Third Chapter9 is used. Further there are findings on the term

(rang rgyud su smra ba rnams) in ’s Madhyamak - 
10 in which the terms (rang rgyud pa) and

(dbu ma rang rgyud pa)11 are also used. This was earlier pointed out by 

6 Seyfort Ruegg 2010: 160. 
7 Princeton Dictionary of Buddhism, 2014: 1112. 
8 Yonezawa: 2019,80  dhan

 as svatantras dha , see note 4 
9  t  by 

Ravigupta), D4225 mdo 'grel (mtshad ma), phe 1b-174a (vol. 183):72b1 
 …it is not the case with ...” 

10 dbu ma la 'jug pa'i 'grel 
bshad ces bya ba) D 3870, 282b3:

There the  first pointed out the fault in the context of 
particularity , and 281b6:  ‘for them’ means 
*Madhyamka-Sv tantrika” 

11 D3870, 282a2-3: Further, because for the 
*Sv tantrika another fault is to be ” 
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Seyfort Ruegg12.  itself is not attested in Sanskrit as such. It was 
used in Tibet later on to distinguish the developments of Madhyamaka 
understanding in India.13  

* gika ( , thal 'gyur ba), the Consequentialist, is 

represented by Buddhap lita (ca. 470-540)14 
600- prasa ga
of 
introduced by N g rjuna. 15  Buddhap lita established the M dhyamika’s 
argumentation that points out the necessity of an unwanted consequence 
resulting from a thesis or proposition intended by an opponent to prove the 
existence of an entity ( ). As it was summarized by Seyfort Ruegg, the 
M dhyamika’s position of the a gika has the advantage of not 
committing the critic but using prasa ga, an unwanted consequence, in order 
to take up the counter-position and maintaining what is denied. This method 
establishes the counter-position, the reverse of what has been rejected.16 
Taking up any proposition is negated. 

In Lang’s article titled he Introduction of 
gika  she dated the  and gika 

distinction of the M dhyamika school in the 14th century though the 
foundation of this distinction was already set in the 5th century by the Indian 

17. The first mention 
of  and gika as schools is still not clearly identified.18 
Even without these recently discovered textual materials Lang emphasized 
the importance of Pa tshab Nyi ma grags during the development of Tibetan 

12 Seyfort Ruegg 2000: 20 note 38. 
13 Princeton Dictionary of Buddhism, 2014: 1470. 
14 Seyfort Ruegg, 1981: 58.  
15 Seyfort Ruegg, 1981: 58.
16 Seyfort Ruegg, 1981: 36. 
17 Lang 1990, 127. 
18 Vose 2009, 2010, Yonezawa 2019.
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scholasticism and in the transmission of Madhyamaka thought in Tibet. 
Gaining a clear understanding of the transmission of Madhyamaka thought 
into Tibet as well as the way of how Pa tshab Nyi ma grags translated the 
root text MMK is no doubt a significant task. Furthermore, how was the 
distinction between  and gika understood by Pa tshab 
Nyi ma grags? Since Pa tshab Nyi ma grags was one of the first who 
mentioned these terms at an earlier stage, this commentary gives new 
evidence. As Seyfort Ruegg pointed out, it was Pa tshab Nyi ma grags who, 

, introduced the distinction of the Madhyamaka 
thoughts with the notations of gika-Madhyamaka and -
Madhyamaka to Tibet in order to distinguish the pure Madhyamaka 
thought.19  

Yoshimizu recently analysed and updated Pa tshab Nyi ma grags’s 
understanding and emphasized that this debate was not a past debate of the 
sixth- and seventh-century in India, but an ongoing discussion during the 
time of Pa tshab Nyi ma grags, being a gika translator.20 In addition, 
logical issues such as the proof of the absence of intrinsic nature 
(*ni
(* , 7bL11) argument in the form of prasa ga are 
presented in detail. Pa tshab Nyi ma grags studied those topics in accordance 

the 8th century but defined them here in a new light of the gika.21  

In the First Chapter those various topics of Pa tshab Nyi ma grags’s 
study tim
verses are cited from the MMK, instead this commentary in the First Chapter 
focuses on various argumentations of the Buddhist and Indian Philosophical 
thoughts and Epistemology. The distinction between  and 

19 Seyfort Ruegg, 2000, 47. 
20 Yoshimizu 2020: 1194. 
21 See Yoshimizu 2020: 1194 ff.
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gika’s ways of argumentation, in the latter of which Pa tshab Nyi ma 
grags takes a clear position (14aL4), is one of the most important topics dealt 
with. The citation of the MMK verses is discussed in detail in my latest 

’s Way of Citing the 
 22.  

ita’s and 
’

Autonom
23 , mentioning Pa tshab Nyi ma grags’s arguments against 

ita’
for Pa tshab Nyi ma grags’s characterization are not mentioned and still 
remain unclear. 

 

3. Pa tshab Nyi ma grags’s commentary on the MMK  

It is clear that Pa tshab Nyi ma grags was aware of the division of 
 and gika. The manuscript gives a clear insight into the 

usage of the terms of  (rang rgyud du smra ba'i dbu ma 

pas) svatantra
6aL6, or in 6aL7 as  (rang rgyud gyi 'dod pa brjod pa) 

a proponent of the assertion with an independent (svatantra
7bR3  (rang rgyud pa ni) * On the other hand, in 

prasa ga  (thal 'gyur ni) and * gika
in 10bR6 as  (thal 'gyur ba). These distinctive terms show that Pa 

tshab Nyi ma grags discusses the different standpoints of the sub-schools 
already in the First Chapter24. This is confirmed by the following sentences: 

22 Kamarid 2021: 1133-1137. 
23 Vose 2020: 703-750.
24bKa  gdams gsung bum, Vol.11: 8aL2, 10bR6, 13bR8/9, further discussion 

is found in 14aL4. 
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in 13bR8/9:  (thal 'gyur la skyon med de). “There is no 
fault in the *prasa ga [proof]…” and further on in Folio 14aL4: 

14aL4 , “For you, 

it results in proving the arising [of things] from others; on the other hand, I, 

the logical discussion in 7aR2:  

If you assert that for us, [ gika-] Madhyamikas, there is no 
[property] to be proven (* -dharma]), subject (*pak a), nor 
proposition (* ), therefore, we do not have a valid means of 
cognition which proves [a proposition] with an independent 
[reasoning]; however, other [opponents like you] accept a valid means 
of cognition which regards things as existent, we deny the assertion of 
existence by the valid means of cognition which you accept, it is not 
possible, either.26 

 

The usage of the terms prasa ga / gika/*prasa gav  

While looking in detail into the First Chapter in section 2.112.4 (6aL8) 
interestingly the term  (thal 'gyur smra ba'i dbu ma 

nyid), that can be translated as the Madhyamaka [position] of a 
*prasa gav  is used, whereas later on (thal 'gyur ba), 

gika (in 10bR6, 11aL10, 12aL8, 13aL10, 47aR10 and 48aL4) is used. 
The term  (thal 'gyur ba) appears six times in the commentary of 

Pa tshab Nyi ma grags, i.e., four times mentioned in the First Chapter and 
twice in the 24th Chapter. This shows that the main emphasis on the 

25  sic; read 
26 bKa  gdams gsung bum, Vol. 11: 7aR2 ff.:
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gika view is presented mainly in the First Chapter. The expression 
 (thal 'gyur) instead can be found 37 times within the First Chapter, 

and 4 times in other chapters (Chapter 15th, Chapter 24th). 

Mimaki27 already mentioned that it might have been Pa tshab Nyi ma 
grags who used these terminologies for the first time. As the colophon states: 

- - -
tes down the way of 

explanation by pa  is completed  (52bR10-52bR11)28, it 
seems most likely that Pa tshab Nyi ma grags’s understanding of the 
distinction between  and gika was handed down by his 
pa ita 
are not mentioned. 

 

The usage of the terms svatantra/ /*  

The term  (rang rgyud pa) can be found four times within the First 
Chapter and one time the expression of  (rang rgyud pa smra 

ba'i ) is used in 8aR4, 
p Further  (rang 

rgyud du smra ba'i dbu ma rnams -m dhyamika) occurs one 
t an 

independent [proof] (*svatantra . Prior to this usage the term  (rang 

27 Mimaki 1983 -
-  it still remains to be seen who created 

gika (Thal 'gyur pa). They do not 
figure at all in the text of the first diffusion of Buddhism (snga dar). It seems that 
they were used for the first time by Pa tshab Nyi ma grags (1055-?) in the phyi dar 

(Mimaki,1983:163) 
28 bKa' gdams gsung 'bum, Vol. 11, 52bR11:
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rgyud pa),  is used one time in 6bR5 and twice in 7bR3 within 
the First Chapter. Twice this term is used in the 24th Chapter (47aR11 and 
48aL4) as well. For the term  (rang rgyud), svatantra there are 36 

usages within the First Chapter only. 

 

’s intention stated by Pa tshab Nyi ma grags 

Pa tshab Nyi ma grags explains the sentence-meaning (ngag gi don, 
*
(* ) and its reasoning (*utpatti/yukti e following 

’s intention and that of a 
*prasa  is presented by Pa tshab Nyi ma grags as follows: 

2.11 The thesis (*  and its reasoning (*upapatti) 
(2.12), the first [that is, thesis], is a verse (*

na svata ) and so forth. There are three [points] in 
this [thesis]:29 

2.111 The explanation by means of the word-meaning (tshig gi 
don, * ), 

2.112 The explanation by means of the sentence-meaning (ngag gi 
don, * ), and 

2.113 The explanation by means of the meaning of subject matter 
(skabs su bab pa'i don, * ). 30 

There are four [sub-sections] in the [above] second (2.112) [sentence-] 
meaning: 

29 bKa' gdams gsung 'bum, Vol. 11, 5bL1

30 bKa' gdams gsung 'bum, Vol. 11, 5bL1: 
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2.112.1 The refutation given by the Proponents of Existence 
(* /  against the proof of the absence of intrinsic 
nature [6aL6] 

2.112.2 Returning a response to the [above] refutation, the 
 who state with an independent [proof] (*Svatantra-

tion of an independent [proof] [6aL6], 
[8aL4-8aR4] 

2.112.3 Citing the thought of 
it. [6aL7], [8aR4-10bR6] 

2.112.4 ’ ’s 
intention is the very Madhyamaka [position] of a *prasa gav  
[6aL7], [10bR6-13aR1]31 

’s own assertion the 
following explanation can be found. In this part Pa tshab Nyi ma grags 
explains ’ a’s intention that of the 
very gika position. Most likely Pa tshab Nyima grags states his 

’s work. 

2.112.4 The fourth part [is as follows]: The statement of 
’ ’s intention is the very 

gika [position] is made in [the following] two [sections]:  

2.112.41 Regarding the object of cognition (*prameya), [there 

and 

31 bKa' gdams gsung 'bum, Vol 11, 6aL5:
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2.112.42 Regarding valid means of cognition (* a), 
[there are] five questions to which answers are given [by 

 

previously ascribed to me or an advocate of svatantra [reasoning], not 
involve you, gika or [a proponent of an unwanted] 
consequence because we are equal in stating the absence of intrinsic 
nature of all elements (dharma)?  

established by words only, they (all elements) will [indeed] have no 
intrinsic nature; however, if it is proven by logic, both perception and 

 

The answer to the above is as follows: for me, the probandum 
(* ), what is to be accepted (*abhyupetya), and the reason for 
proving my own proposition (*pak a) do not also exist. Because by 
[the logic of] an [unwanted] consequence (*prasa ga) I negate the 
[proposition] that others accept, [we] do not have such faults [as we] 
ascribed to you that a logical subject is not established and so forth. 

There remains a fault for you who assert that the absence of intrinsic 
nature is proven by a svatantra [reasoning]; however, I have no fault 
because nothing whatsoever is accepted by me and there exists no 
proposition ( ) [for me], either.32 

32 bKa' gdams gsung 'bum, Vol 11, 10bR6 ff: 2.112.4 
10bR6-13aR2] 2.112.41

10bR7 2.112.42
10bR8 2.112.41) 

10bR9 
10bR10 

10bR11
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Pa tshab Nyi ma grags’s explanations show evidently that the 
formation of the  and gika distinction was well 
understood and their particular characteristics are clearly demonstrated. The 

gika position states not to have any thesis and negates the alleged 
nothing whatsoever is accepted by me and 

there exists no proposition ( The discussion of 
*  as mentioned in the first 

question shows the importance of this discussion regarding the object of 
cognition (*prameya
for you who assert that the absence of intrinsic nature is proven by a 
svatantra [reasoning]; it shows Pa tshab Nyi ma grags’s understanding in 
this discussion clearly.  

Another example can be observed in section 2.112.4 where Pa tshab 
Nyi ma grags explains in detail the gika position, where it reads: 

Because it is already a thesis that, you said, there exists neither what 
is to be accepted (*abhyupetya) nor any thesis, you, gika, need 
to prove it. 

If you ask how we know that there exists no thesis, the answer is as 
follows: for the purpose of negating others’ assertion of existence, I 
make such a composition that I have no thesis at all. 

However, because it is not established for me to say that a thesis does 
not exist, nor is it established that it exists, nor both [existence and 
non-existence] are established, and neither [existence nor non-
existence] is established, any proof (* ) is unnecessary.33 

33 bKa' gdams gsung 'bum, Vol 11, 11aL10:
11aL11

11aR1
11aR2  
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Here this part shows that Pa tshab Nyi ma grags had a clear 
understanding of the division and characterises it, mentioning that the 

gika do not ascertain any thesis etc. while taking position directly. 
The necessity of the proof is also negated. In another example Pa tshab Nyi 

 

proving the absence of intrinsic nature] as an independent [proof] but 
only a gika [way of proof].34 

This section concludes in 13aL10 where the * gika approach is 
emphasized: 

In this way, all the [four great] reasons such as the fragments of vajra 
(*vajraka a), dependent-origination (* - ), being 
free from one and many (* ), and so forth are the 
only gika [way of proof].35 

Beside these examples also the following section gives an insight how the 
prasa ga” is used within the explanation of 

 

 

The Four possibilities of Arising  

As visible in the outline of the 
Chapter One, Pa tshab Nyi ma grags explains the four negations of arising 
from self, from other, from both and without a cause (2.113.1-4). These four 
explanations are presented while analysing the different positions; first that 

34 bKa' gdams gsung 'bum, Vol 11, 12aL8ff.: 12aL9

35 bKa' gdams gsung 'bum, Vol 11, 13aL10ff.:
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of an unwanted consequence (prasa ga)  mentioned 
. The second is the 

’s explanation, and the fourth is the rejection of the dispute 
This shows Pa tshab Nyi ma grags’s emphasis on the 

position of the *P gika itself, followed by the assertion of Bh viveka 
and Buddhap lita etc. while presenting the negation by an unwanted 
consequence in the first place. Here are some examples given from the 

d following the 
different statements and argumentations:  

2.113  The explanation by means of the meaning of subject matter 
(skabs su bab pa'i don, * ) [5bL2] Now, the third [is as 
follows]: when explained in connection with the meaning of subject 
matter (* ), there are four [negations], i.e., the negation of 
arising from oneself and so forth. [13aR1-13aR4] 

2.113.1 In that way, the first; for the negation of arising from self, 
[there] are four [13aR1] 

2.113.11 By an [unwanted] consequence being negated, the 

means it arises from existence [13aR3-13aR4] 

2.113.12 After repeating the assertion of Bh viveka ('ba phya 
kir ti) [it] is refuted [13aR2] The second [is as follows], 
Bh viveka, ('ba phya kir ti) said, that the inner sense-spheres 
(* ) are the logical subject, (*dharmin), in the ultimate 
[truth] arising from self does not exist, because it is existent 
[13aR4]  
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’s explanation of the assertion [13aR2]
 

2.113.14 The rejection of the dispute [13aR3] From the 
rejection of the dispute of the fault, the first has three disputes. 
(Bh viveka) 

2.113.2 The negation of arising from others is also as previously 
[above mentioned] similar [divided into] four meanings, [14aL4]  

2.113.21 The first meaning: by means of an [unwanted] 
consequence arising from others is negated, the explanation 
connected to the source of the master: [14aL4-14aL6] 

2.113.22 The second, after being repeated by the master 
Bh viveka ( ), from the refutation [that is stated as 
follows] it is refuted: [14aL6] 

2.113.23 The philosophical assertion of 
from others is refuted by an [unwanted] consequence 
(*prasa ga). [14aL9] 

2.113.24 By Bh viveka ( ); here is the dispute of the 
rejection of fault [stated as follows]: [14aL10] 

2.113.3 [Those who] assert that [things] arise from both, are the 
khya [14aR8]  

2.113.4 The fourth, for arising without a cause, according to the 
previous there are four meanings: [14bL4-]36 

Similar structure can be found for all four arisings also in 2.113.3 and 
2.113.4. These above examined examples clearly demonstrate the 

36 bKa' gdams gsung 'bum, Vol 11: [5bL2ff.]  for the Tibetan see sa bcad in the 
appendix 
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understanding by Pa tshab Nyi ma grags in the light of the gika 
Madhyamaka position and give new evidence for the previous assertion that 
Pa tshab Nyi ma grags might have been one of the first scholars who used 

 

 

4. The role of Language and its implementation in the debate of 
Madhyamka 

As we saw in the previous section on the examples how Pa tshab Nyi ma 
grags presented the discuss

, we can 
observe that language is very important to see the differences in their 
understanding of the topic in question. Pa tshab Nyi ma grags therein places 
the important emphasis on the gika approach.  

–570) is mostly known for his criticism of 
’s MMK where he 

an unwanted 
consequence (prasa ga) that might be drawn from the position of the 

position with an autonomous inference ( ) or an 
autonomous syllogism (svatantraprayoga).37 

As is well-
-540) with a newly introduced syllogism of logical 

discussion. That caused him to set up on a logical background for the 
Svatantra approach by which he later was considered the founder of 

, one of the sub-  

Seyfort Ruegg, 1981: 61.
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-650) who 
’

syllogisms (svatantraprayoga

 
use an unwanted consequence (prasa ga). 

Here two different approaches that are communicated via language 
can be observed: the logic-
autonomous syllogisms (svatantraprayoga) and the unwanted consequence 
(prasa ga) supported by -
fold inferential mark ( ga
were not yet established within Buddhist scholastic circles at the time of 

-250) and are no doubt later developments. 
stated in the first verse of MMK, Chapter 1 that no entities at all, at any place 
have arisen from self, from others, from both or without a cause38. Here 

’s understanding is that the conclusion of no-arising is to be 
established by 
be a non-
verbal activity. Language does not fully express the ultimate itself but at the 
same time is necessary for a practitioner or thinker to prove emptiness of all 
things with an autonomous logic of discussion. 

Language here corresponds to a connecting point that brings the 
different approaches together. Based on this role of language, as well as its 

38 MMK 1.1, see Ye Shaoyong  •  • ,12: 

   kva cana ke cana //
 Saito 1984, 10: 
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logical usage, it was later explained by Pa tshab Nyi ma grags, who might 
have used the terminology for the first time, that there occurred in the 

-schools: the , that is 
gika represented by both 

- -650).39 

Regarding the role of Language in the MMK, it is necessary to 
mention here a 
clarified the understanding of emptiness and the usage of the two truths in 
the 24th Chapter. Here I would like to take a brief journey to Pa tshab Nyi ma 
grags’s commentary regarding this part. In Pa tshab Nyi ma grags’s 
explanation regarding the two truths it is remarkable that he follows the 

’s 
understanding of both the purpose of teaching emptiness and emptiness itself, 
Pa tshab Nyi ma grags also quoted MMK 18.5 and 18.9 in relation to the 
above two points, viz. the purpose of teaching emptiness and emptiness itself 
respectively in his commentary on the 24th Chapter. Further MMK 24.8 to 
24.10 are presented by Pa tshab Nyi ma grags with additional explanations. 
In MMK 24.8 partly quoted, the distinction between the two truths is made, 
explaining the intellectual difference between ordinary people to whom the 
conventional truth is applicable and the wisdom of the Noble Ones that 
relates to the ultimate truth.  

the Dharma-
teaching of the Buddha
the conventional truth is taught in accordance with the appearance [of 
things] for the intellect of ordinary people in the world; the ultimate 
truth is taught in accordance of the appearance [of things] for the 
wisdom of the Noble Ones; and it is also taught that ultimately in the 
realm of the Noble Ones’ non-conceptual wisdom nothing is 

Seyfort Ruegg, 2000:14.
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established in that any elements whatsoever appear or are 
established.40 

In MMK 24.9 Pa tshab Nyi ma grags names here those who do not 
understand the distinction properly as the substantialists, 
* /  and explains the opponents’ misunderstanding of 
the Buddha’s intention. This is presented as follows: 

24.9 “Those who” means substantialists (or those who speak of 
entities). “Profound reality” means the Buddha’s intention. They do 
not understand the profound intention of [the Buddha’s] teaching of 
existence and that of non-existence beginning from matter to 
knowing all kinds [of things]. When they understand the distinction 
of the two truths, they understand that the teaching of existence is 
intended [to refer] to the conventional [truth] and the teaching of 
non-existence is intended [to refer] to the ultimate truth, i.e., is 
intended [to refer] to the non-existence in the realm of the ultimate 
wisdom.41 

Further in MMK 24.10 Pa tshab Nyi ma grags clarifies that the ultimate truth 
does not refer to non-existence in the conventional truth. Understanding the 
convention as empty is a mistake by the substantialists who discard the 
verbal convention without taking into consideration the role and necessity of 
the conventional truth. In this way the ultimate cannot be acquired and 

a is, therefore, not attained.  

40 bKa' gdams gsung 'bum, Vol 11: 47aL11-47aR3:

41 bKa' gdams gsung 'bum, Vol 11: 47aR3-47aR6 
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24.10 When you charged us with a fault that if [everything] is empty, 
all [things] such as Four Noble Truths, etc. will result in being non-
existent, you do not understand the meaning of the two truths. 
“Emptiness” refers to the emptiness in the ultimate [truth] and does 
not refer to the non-existence [in] the conventional [truth]. Because 
you grasp that it refers to that the convention itself is empty, i.e., 
nothing is there, you do not understand the meaning of profound 
reality of the Buddha’s teachings. And because you understand that 
there is no conventional [truth], you discard verbal convention. 
Therefore, you will not acquire the ultimate [truth]; because you do 
not acquire it, “ a is not attained.”42 

Further explanation of the discard of verbal convention is given in line 47aR5 
in which this misunderstanding is ascribed also to the substantialists. While 
discarding the verbal convention they cannot acquire the ultimate truth.  

[Regarding “without] relying on” and so forth, substantialists 
understand the teaching of emptiness as [meaning] the nothingness of 
this conventional [truth] and denigrate the verbal convention. 
Discarding the [verbal convention], they do not acquire the ultimate 
[truth]. Therefore, a is not attained. Because, for attaining 

a, it is necessary to acquire the ultimate truth. Therefore, in 
order to make it acquired it is necessary to rely on the verbal 
convention. As was stated in the following way: “It is impossible for 

42 bKa' gdams gsung 'bum, Vol 11: 47aL9-47aL11
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the wise to climb up to the top of the palace of reality without the steps 
of correct convention.43”44. 

5. Conclusion 

Firstly, after analysing the examples given above where the 
gika position is stated in Pa tshab Nyi ma grags’s commentary, it is 

clear that Pa tshab Nyi ma grags had a complete outlook on the distinction 
between the two sub-
after the analysis of the  approach, the gika position is 

’s intention.  

Secondly, placing this discussion within the First Chapter itself shows 
that it was one of Pa tshab Nyi ma grags’s main concerns to clarify the 

in his role of being one of the first translators 
of Madhyamaka Literature in the later period of diffusion of Buddhism in 
Tibet (  phyi dar

though sources are not mentioned, we can probably assume that this was the 
scholastic discussion during Pa tshab Nyi ma grags’
he studied according to Seyfort-Ruegg under majana, Parahitabhadra, 
Mah sumati and Bhavyar ja. 45  These scholars may have made the 
distinction between ika’s approach and that of gika prior to 
the Tibetan scholars who adopted it later with the translation works by Pa 
tshab Nyi ma grags.  

43 This quotation can be found in the Madhyamakahrdaya (MHK) kk.: 
3.12, see Ejima p.270-71, Ejima refers to the  by 
Haribhadra and did not regard it as an original verse but as a later insertion though 
Tib DNP editions take it as Bhaviveka’s verse, also see Ichigo’s 

 1985, p. 232., for translation see Saito, A. :2020: 519. 
44 bKa' gdams gsung 'bum, Vol 11, 47aR6 ff.: 

45 Seyfort Ruegg 2000, 44. 
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In this way this material gives new evidence that has only been 
assumed by different scholars that Pa tshab Nyi ma grags was probably a key 
figure in the transmission of gika’s understanding of the MMK in 
Tibet. 

Thirdly, it was not Pa tshab Nyi ma grags’s main intention to explain 
the verses of MMK within the First Chapter of his commentary. Instead, 
various topics on Logic and Epistemology as well as Buddhist and Indian 
Thought were presented. These topics of studies are well related to the 
presenta ’s distinction between the two sub-schools, 

 and gika. The four possibilities are another example 
where Pa tshab Nyi ma grags places the position of the gika first. 

Fourth, the role of language is no doubt important for drawing out the 
different approaches, i.e., the ’s approach with an autonomous 
logic and the gika’s way of unwanted consequence. With these 
different approaches that were critical of each other, Pa tshab Nyi ma grags 
endorsed the gika ’s 
intention.  

Fifthly, in the MMK the role of language is discussed in the 24th 
Chapter, verses 8-10, of which selected parts were presented in the above 
discussion together with Pa tshab Nyi ma grags’s comments on them. The 
verbal convention is necessary to acquire the ultimate truth and further to 
attain a.  

Appendix: Sa bcad in Tibetan for part 2.113  
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Abbreviations 

MMK   

PsP 
Poussin 1903-1913.  
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